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EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION OF SUPER-MINIMAL

/-HOLOMORPHIC CURVES IN A

6-DIMENSIONAL SPHERE

HIDEYA HASHIMOTO

Abstract

We give the differential equation of first order with respect to a super-
minimal /-holomorphic curves of S 6 and write down the holomorphic hori-
zontal curve in the complex quadric corresponds to the Boruvka sphere in S6.

1. Introduction

Let SG be a β-dimensional unit sphere centered at the origin in the purely
imaginary octonians ImO which is identified with a 7-dimensional Euclidean
space. It is known that there exists the canonical nearly Kahler structure on
SG which is not integrable. Let M 2 be a Riemann surface. We call a im-
mersion from M 2 into SG a /-holomorphic curve of SG if each tangent space of
M 2 is invariant under the almost complex structure. In ([Brl]), R. L. Bryant
has constructed super-minimal /-holomorphic curves of SG as follows;

Let G2 be the exceptional simple Lie group of automorphisms of the octo-
nions. It is known that the homogeneous space G2/U(2) coincide with the
Grassmannian manifold G2(Im0) of oriented 2-planes in ImO. Then we have
the CP2-bundle over SG such that π: G2/U(2) (=G2(Im0))->G8/Sί/(3) (=S 6).
Let H(q) be the horizontal subspace of G2(Im0) at #eG 2(Im0) with respect to
the SU(3) connection of SG. Let L+(q) be the subspace (of H(q)) of the vectors
on which π* is complex linear with respect to the canonical complex structure
of G2(Im0) and the nearly Kahler structure on SG. Then it can be shown that
the dimension of the space L+(q) is four and VJ5(ΞG2(imo) £+(<?) is the subbundle
of rank 4 of the tangent bundle of G2(Im0). Let ψ: M2-^G 2(lm0) be a holo-
morphic map from a Riemann surface M 2 to the Grassmaniann manifold G2(Im0)
whose differential image dφ(TPM

2) is included in L+(p) for any point p^M.
Then we have the superminimal /-holomorphic curve π°φ: M2-*SG, locally.

This construction is to solve the first order differential equations by twistor
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and moving frame methods. In this paper, we give another proof of the R. L.
Bryant's construction by purely algebraic direct calculation. As an application,
we write down the holomorphic horizontal curve with respect to the Boruvka
sphere S2(l/6) to S6(l), explicitly. Our method is essentially same as that R. L.
Bryant's one, but its idea is based on S. S. Chern's method ([Ch]). We use the
same notational convention to the previous paper ([HI]).

The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Professor K. Sekigawa
for his many valuable suggestions, discussions and encouragement.

2. Preliminaries

Let M 2 be a /-holomorphic curves in a 6-dimensional sphere S6, then it is
a minimal surface in S6. It is known that there exists the following fibre
bundle structure;

T(1>0)M2 © v[1'0) 0 vi1'0) — > Ta 0)SG

CφCφC I I C

M 2 > SG

X

where Ta'0)M2 is a complexified tangent bundle of type (1, 0), i/1>0) is a com-
plexified 1st normal bundle of type (1, 0) and v|1>0) is a complexified 2nd normal
bundle of type (1, 0) (for details in ([B2] or [HI])). Let {Ua} a(aA be a sufficiently
fine finite covering of M2. Let (/8, /2, /i) be a local section of the bundle
T ( l 0 ) M 2 ® v i U ) θ # 0 ) on Ua, and (/{, fί, fΐ) another section on Uβ. We as-
sume that UaΓ\UβΦ®, then we have

(2.1) (/ί, fί, /{)=(/„ /., /i)

where θ is a real valued function on UaΓ\Uβ. By (2.1), we can define a map
from M 2 to a (complex) 5-dimensional quardrics QbdP\C) such that

where [ ] denotes the homogeneous coordinate of P\C). From the above rela-
tions of the transition functions, this map is well defined on whole on M 2

Remark. Here ft is considered as a C7\ {0} valued function f1: Ua-^CΊ\ {0}.

Unfortunately, the map [/J is not holomorphic map, but we can derive a
holomorphic data from [/Ί]. Next we give the fundamental relations of the
immersion x:M2->SG and [/i]. Since the octonians is a non-commutative
normed algebra, there exists the exterior product uXv=(l/2)(vu — Uυ) for any
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u, yeO. Let C®RO be the complexification of the octonions O. We extend
the exterior product complex linearly on C® Λ O and denote the same symbol.
Then we see that

In fact, since /i=(l/2)(α — V^aXx), for some αelmO, | α | 2 = l , we get

) = - a 2 x —x.

3. Fundamental properties of super-minimal /-holomorphic curves

First, we derive the holomorphic data from fx. Let ί/ be a sufficiently
small open subset of M2. Then fγ can be considered as a vector valued func-
tion on U, / Ί : ί/->C7\{0}, which satisfy <fu f{>=0 and (fu Λ>=l/2. Taking
account of structure equations of the simple Lie group G2, (Weingarten formula
(5.8) in [HI], or (2.16) in [Brl]), we have

(3.1) df^fiKS+ftrf+ftKS-ftθ*.

Since we take the special unitary frame \fu f2, /3}, we have /Ci3=0. Now we
assume a /-holomorphic curve is superminimal Λ ^ΞΞO. By (3.1), we have

(3.2) df1=f1κ1

1-f2θ\

where 0 3 < Ξ Λ ( 1 ' O ) ( £ 7 ) . By (3.2), we have

If we put ξ=γ fi such that γ: U-^C is a complex valued function on U. By
(3.3), we have

From this we see that ξ: U-+C1/ {0} is the holomorphic map if and only if γ
is a solution of the following differential equation;

(3.4, ΐ+r «.

In ([G-H: p. 5]), by 5-Poincare Lemma in one variable, we can solve the dif-
ferential equation (3.4). By using this solution, we can get a holomorphic map
ξ: U-*CΊ\{0} locally. Since /Ί satisfies </Ί, /i>=0, by direct calculation, we
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get <£, £>=0 and ξφO. The above argument we get the following

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let x : M2—>S6 be a super minimal J-holomorphic curve
of S6. Then the map ξ: M2-^Q5 is a holomorphic map.

Next, our purpose is to prove the converse of Proposition 3.1. We shall
prove the following

THEOREM 3.2. Let ξ: M2^C\{Q\ ^C®RlmO\{0} is a holomorphic map satis-
fying the following conditions

(1) <ξ, ξ>=0,

(4)

Then the map

- ~ — : M2 —> S6

is a super minimal J-holomorphic curve of SG.

Remark. The condition (1) is equivalent that ξ is contained in a 5-dimen-

sional complex quadric. The condition (2) is equivalent that ξ is an immersion.

The condition (3) means that the m a p C V ^ ί x f V l ί l 2 : M2->S* is an immersion.

The condition (4) means that the mapCV^TίxD/l ί l 2 is a/-holomorphic curve

in SG. In particular, the condition (4) is important to construct the immersion.
In order to prove Theorem 3.2, we prepare some facts. We assume that

ξ satisfy the conditions (l)-(4). We may show that the condition (4) is equi-
valent to the immersion x is a superminimal /-holomorphic curve in SG. If
we put

(3.5)
lίl

where a and β are ImO-valued functions, and |£ |= 'v<£, |>. Then we have

°=(-§Γ' w)=<«> «>-<£ £>+2V=T<«, £>I f I '
and
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Hence we have

(3.6) <a, a>=<β, β>=~,

and

(3.7) <«, β>=0.

We need two identities to calculate exterior product of ImO as follows;

Moufang identity

(uv)(wu)~u(vw)u
for any u> v, w^O

The identity of exterior product

uXv=uv+(u, v}l

—iu, v}v—(v, v}u,

for any u,
Also we need the following two lemmas

LEMMA 3.3. The map ξ: M2->Q5 is holomorphic if and only if

where μ and ι> are some real valued functions on an open subset U(dM2) and z —

x + V—ly is an isothermal coordinates on U.

Proof of Lemma 3.3. Since ξ is a holomorphic, we have

If we put μ-\-\/~:zϊv={d/dz){l/\ξ|), then we get

L.H.S. of ( 3 . 1 0 ) = τ ( ^ -

On the other hand, we have

R.H.S. of (ΪΛQ^μa

So we get the desired result.

LEMMA 3.4. Let a, β be functions defined by (3.5), then we have
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(3.11)

(3.12) («X | £ ) X(aXβ)= | | | X £ + 2 ( J | , aXβ)β

(3.13)

(3.14)

Proof of Lemma 3.4. By Moufang identity and (3.6)-(3.9), we have

|jL.H.S. of (3.11)=-(^x|j)x(αXJ8)

By (3.6), we get

By Moufang identity, we have

L.H.S. of (3.11)=-(/9,

By (3.6) and (3.8), we get

,3 . 1 5 , (A £ ) - - , .
Also, by (3.8), we have

(3.16) d£ a=d^

By (3.15) and (3.16), we get

(3.17) L.H.S. of (3.U)=-βφ~-a)β-jμ.

Now we calculate β((ββ/dy) a)β. By (3.6), we get
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Since we have

If •*-
Hence we have

By (3.17) and (3.18), we have (3.15). Similarly we get (3.12)-(3.14). •

Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 3.2.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. We put the map x^V^-ίξxlVlίΓ We can easily
see that

(3.19) x=2aXβ.

Also, by direct calculations, we get

Hence, if | £ | 2 ^ 0 and (dξ/dz)xξΦθ then x is an immersion from M 2 to S\
Next we may show that the following identity under the conditions (1) to (4)
are satisfied:

(3.20) d

on M\ In fact, by (3.19), we get

L.H.S. of (3.20)=dJc(~) Xit=4 ^ " ^ X(aXβ)

= 2 ^ ^ X(aXβ)-2V-l^^- X(aXβ).

On the other hand, we have
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R.H.S. at&.2β>=V

(ό.ΔL)

y

Therefore the identity (3.20) is satisfied if and only if

djaxβ) 1 djaxβ)

X{aXp)

Therefore, by Lemma 3.4, the identities (3.21) and (3.22) are holds, if and
only if

From this and (3.5) the identities (3.21) and (3.22) are satisfied if and only
if the condition (4) holds. We get the desired result. •

4. Holomorphic horizontal curves in G2(lmO)

The purpose of this section is to prove the following Theorem 4.1, by ap-
plying Theorem 3.2. We set a basis of C®R imO by e=(0, 1)<ΞH(BH, Ex=iNt

E2=jN, E,=-kN, E^iN, E2=jN and E*=-kN, where N=(l-^/~-U)/2, N=
(l + V : iTε)/2eC®ΛO^and {1, i, j , k) is the canonical basis of H. Then we
have <Et, £,>=<£„ £,>=<#, N>=<iV; ΛΓ>-0, <Et, £,>=(l/2)ί o , and <N, N>=
111.

THEOREM 4.1. Let ξ: C->Q5 be the holomorphic map defined as follows;

where {ε, Eu E2, Es, Elf E2, Es} is the basis of C ® Λ I m 0 (defined above). Then
the map

" 1 έ V ' : P l ( C ) — > S 6

coincide with the Boruvka sphere (superminimal /-holomorphic curve of S6) φ0:
S2(l/6)-S6(l).

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We may show that ξ satisfies 4-conditions in The-
orem 3.2. By direct calculation, we get

(4.1) <ξ, ξ)=2(-2

So we have ξ: C->Q5. Hence the condition (1) of Theorem 3.2 is satisfied.
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Since the ξ is a polynomial of order 6, we may check that the correspondmg
infinitesimal conditions at z=0. We have

ί(0)=2£1,

Hence we have

<f'(θ), f(0)xf(^>=<£,(2Vδ), -2V=Tβ>=0.

Also we have

£'"(0)=e(12vΊU),

>+

), -2V=ΓIe>

£2(2

"(0), S'(0)X|(05>=0,

), r(0)x|(0)>

Hence at z=Q, ξ satisfy condition (4). Next we shall calculate £xf, by using
the following table of the exterior product of C®RO. (See the next page.)

We can easily see that f is given by;
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0

Hence we get

+ s2(l-6 |2 | 2 -15 |2 | 4 +15|2 | 8 +6|2 | 1 0 - |2 | 1 2 )

+ίβ (-2VI0X V-ί (23-2s))(l+121 *γ

+ye(2vΊ5)(V=Ί(2 2-l 2)XH-2|2| 2-2|2|β-|2| 8)

+ kε(-2V6(z+z))(l-5\z\i-5\z\'+\z\ll>).

Next we show that the map(V—ϊ£xl)/|£l2 coincide with the Boruvka sphere.
To prove this, we take a coordinate as follows;

22

(4.2) * = iFJi+P

Then we have 3Ί2+;y22-f jy3

2=l. By (4.2), we get

+/(-2Vl5)3Ί(3'2

2-3's2)
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+jε(WΪ5)y1y2ys)

Then we have (ψu φ^—lQ so we get

From this representation, we obtain the map (1/4)0!: S2(1)->S6(1) which is

not isometric immersion. By direct calculation, the Gauss curvature of the

induced metric of (1/4)0! is identically 1/6. We get the desired result. •

Remark. More precisely, S2 is simply connected and Theorem 9.3 in [HI],

we get the desired conclusion by standard monodromy argument.
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